
 

I want to be free to move, walk, and
change positions

BIRTH

I want to move around in bed only,
getting up to use the bathroom

I do NOT want to be mobile

Soft/Dim lighting

Play music of my choice

Aromatherapy that I supply

Video/Photos by______________

Quiet setting

I want to eat light snacks & drink
clear fluids during labor 
(when possible)

I do NOT mind IV hydration if
necessary

I prefer a saline hep lock if an IV is
required by my hospital, BUT no
fluids or medications are needed
during my labor

I choose the least amount of
monitoring as possible for baby
I choose as much monitoring as
possible for baby

I choose monitoring that gives me as
much mobility as possible
(intermittent monitoring)

I am okay with fetal monitoring and
understand that I cannot be mobile
with this option

I prefer that pain medication only be
offered to me at my request

Pain medications

Epidural pain relief

Relaxation

Changing
positions
/walking
Massage
Birth ball

Hot/Cold
packs

I want to try walking and using
upright labor positions FIRST

Prefer to have my water bag
broken by my medical provider

Prefer to let water bag break on
its own

I am ok with IV Pitocin-aware of
the benefits and the risks
Prefer to have IV Pitocin, if
everything else has failed and
only if medically necessary

LABOR MOBILITY

DUE DATE:

MY PROVIDER DURING

PREGNANCY:

LABOR SUPPORTERS:

MY NAME:

LABOR

EATING & DRINKING

MONITORING

PAIN OPTIONS

ALTERNATIVE PAIN OPTIONS

Tub/Shower

Breathing
techniques

Relexation

IF MY LABOR IS SLOW
METHODS TO SPEED UP LABOR



I want to be free to push when I feel
the urge

BIRTH

I want to use a variety of positions
during pushing
I want a mirror held or placed so I can
watch my baby's birth

I want _________________to cut
the umbilical cord

I want the cord cut immediately

I want to have delayed cord cutting
until baby receives all of the blood
from the placenta

I am ok with all routine tests, shots
and procedures for my newborn

I prefer for routine tests and
procedures to be done while I hold
my baby if possible

I want to donate the umbilical cord
blood

I am breastfeeding exclusively

I want _________________ to go with me during surgery

I would like to take my placental
home with me and ask that you keep
it properly iced and refridgerated. 

I want to be directed when to push

I want to touch my baby's head
crowning

I prefer natural tearing and do not
want an episiotomy

I am ok with an episiotomy

I want the provider to hand me the
baby/place on my chest immediately
(if there are no complications)

I want to avoid forceps or vacuum
assisted delivery unless absolutely
necessary

If anesthesia is appropriate, I prefer an epidural

If anesthesia is appropriate, I prefer a spinal

I would like the screen/drape lowered so I can see the
surgical birth

I want to have one arm free to hold my baby right away

I prefer to have the surgeon describe the surgery as they
proceed
I want to breastfeed as soon as possible in the recovery
room

I prefer to discuss routine tests &
shots with baby's pediatrician first

I do NOT want baby to have pacifiers,
bottles, or formula

I plan to formula feed

I plan to do BOTH breastfeeding and
forumla feeding

I am ok with  baby being given
pacifiers, bottles, or formula

I want baby in the room as much as
possible, only leaving for any
necessary tests or procedures that
cannot be performed in my room

I want my baby boy circumcised

I do NOT want my baby boy
circumcised

ACTIVE PUSHING

BIRTH

IF C-SECTION NECESSARY

BABY CARE

I want the provider to hand me the baby/place on my chest
immediately (if there are no complications)


